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The art and science of 

COMMUNICATING 
STRATEGICALLY

To be strategic we need to …

Deliver the right message 
to the right people 
in the right way
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BEING INSIGHTFUL HAS NEVER 
BEEN EASY …

NEITHER 
HAS
BEING 
CLEAR
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WE MUST TAKE LOTS OF COMPLEX IDEAS

6

ASK THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
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SO WE CAN DISTIL OUR IDEAS INTO A 
POWERFUL AND INSIGHTFUL STORYLINE  

8

And share it with others
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To achieve shared understanding and action

THE BIG 
SQUEEZE
Communicating 

Complexity
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> Introduce The Big Squeeze

> Review the 'before'

> Introduce the ‘after’

> Offer 3 takeaways

> Invite you to go deeper 

The Big 
SQUEEZE

> Frequency of occurrence
> Seniority of audience
> Complexity of situation 

The Big Squeeze  Offered 
the right balance
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Frequency of 
Occurrence

> Project funding
> Substantial pressure
> Triage situation
> Email

Seniority of audience

> Audience - 3 levels below CEO
> Author – 5 levels below CEO  
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COMPLEXITY OF 
SITUATION

> Quarterly Investment Review
> 2 / 3 no shows
> Disagreement with the most 

influential member
> Extreme time pressure for 

himself and the missing 2

> Introduce The Big Squeeze

> Review the 'before'

> Introduce the ‘after’

> Offer 3 takeaways

> Invite you to go deeper 

The Big 
SQUEEZE
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Audience does the heavy lifting

>Hunt for the message
>Dodge ‘bright bolds’
>Do their own math
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> Introduce The Big Squeeze

> Review the 'before'

> Introduce the ‘after’

> Offer 3 takeaways

> Invite you to go deeper 

The Big 
SQUEEZE

INTRODUCE THE 'AFTER'

3 
De

liv
er

1 Design

2 Develop

So What

> Clarify Purpose
> Understand Audience
> Plan Process
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STRATEGY RELIES ON PURPOSE BEING  
RIGHT AND CLEAR

… relates to the identification of 
long-term or overall aims 

and interests and the means of 
achieving them

Source: Oxford dictionary

PURPOSE UNEARTHED THE BIG ISSUE

Purpose – gaining 
agreement about 
proposed approach for 
handling budget shortfall

Purpose – get approval 
for the submission

Version 1 Version 2
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UNDERSTANDING AUDIENCE IS KEY

V1 – Audience

> Fred – senior, respected

> Jane – new, methodical, 
responsible

> Mary – Rohan’s boss, 
young, influential

V2 – Audience

> Fred – senior, respected, 
strong opinion

> Jane – new, methodical, 
responsible, hugely 
distracted, vulnerable

> Mary – Rohan’s boss, 
young, influential, 
hugely distracted, 
ambitious

INTRODUCE THE 'AFTER'

3 
De

liv
er

1 Design

2 Develop

So What
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INTRODUCE THE 'AFTER'

3 
De

liv
er

1 Design

2 Develop

So What
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WHAT DIFFERENCE DO YOU SEE?

Small word count change

438569
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Anchored around 1 message

EVALUATED USING THE TEN POINT TEST
Is the introduction right?

1. Is the context right - does the storyline start in the right place in time?

2. Does the trigger describe why you are communicating with this audience now?

Is there one clear, powerful So What (Answer)?

4. Is there one So What that is 25 words or less?
5. Is it powerful – does it include the ‘kicker’ and synthesise (not just summarise)?
Is the supporting storyline robust?

6. Is the key support for the so what logically sound - a grouping or deductive?
7. Are the second and third level supports logically sound - grouping or deductive?

Does it meet the audience needs?

9. Does it meet the audience needs and concerns?
10.Does it suit their “style” – type and level of support? 

3. Is the question really the single question we want to answer?

8. Is the storyline MECE (categorised well and enough evidence) at every level?

Total / 10
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Anchored around 1 message

ü23 words
üPowerful

IT’S SKIMMABLE
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EXEC SUMMARY IS UNCLUTTERED

DESIGN IS FINESSED
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Small Medium Large

Scale of communication

1

4

2

3

Low

High

HOW DO YOU RATE TODAY’S EMAIL?

Warm up: 

Momentum: 

Core: 

Sprint: 

Size of audience & 
document
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• Typically, 5-10% of savings might be realised in Q2 
forecast ($10.2m) due to the natural seasonal rhythm 
of projects and their resourcing

• However, my conversations with project managers 
indicate that this year projects kicked off more quickly 
than usual which would reduce the likelihood of this 
being realised

• As a result, we agreed to reassess in case some or all 
of the shortfall needs to pass to BAU

• Projects provided a $1.8m total savings
• RBNZ $1m saving provided due to lower than 

anticipated complexity of system changes. 
• Design Credit Academy $620k provided as the 

scope was deferred to FY21. 
• Delays in on-boarding of resources in JAN/FEB 

would provide savings of ~$200k (Basel: $100k and 
Modelling X :$100k) 

• Savings from projects would be offset by $500k spend 
on AI-ML ($100k) and Project Sage ($400k) (required to 
be absorbed by investment slate), reducing the total 
savings to $1.3m. 

• Group C has requested a total of $10 m in extra 
funding for 2020
• $4.7 for BAU from ExCo
• $5.3 for the investment slate from the the 

Investment Committee, which includes two 
incremental costs:
• ASIC and CCM requiring $360K in FY20
• Project Boston (independent review of this 

company in response to a BIG BANKS financial 
crime allegations) requiring $4.9 m in FY2020

• Group C has also requested an extra ~$4m in FY21 
and FY22 (is this the total across both years, or is this 
~$4m for each year?)

We have found a net $1.3m in 
savings leaving a shortfall of $1.7m 
from the target $3m

We agreed to reassess the stretch 
target shortfall in March, although 
have a difference of opinion on 
whether the savings will need to 
pass to BAU

We need an extra $5.3m to cover 
the new regulatory initiative

The total ask is now raised to $44.5m, which includes absorbing the $3m 
stretch savings and providing $5.3m for a new regulatory initiative

Yesterday I met with Fred to finalise the QIR submission before the COB 24 January deadline.

Apologies for the tight timelines, but I need your feedback before we submit.

What are the callouts that you need feedback on?

The Big Squeeze storyline
C

T

Q

> Introduce The Big Squeeze

> Review the 'before'

> Introduce the ‘after’

> Offer 3 takeaways

> Invite you to go deeper 

The Big 
SQUEEZE
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Deliver the right message by being 
super clear about our purpose 

to the right people by understanding 
who they are 

in the right way by focusing on your 
storyline first

To be strategic we need to …

The Big 

SQUEEZE
> Introduce The Big Squeeze

> Review the 'before'

> Introduce the ‘after’

> Offer 3 takeaways

> Invite you to go deeper 
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Learn to cut through

Collaborate with motivated peers

Unlock our growing resource collections

Join quickly for welcome gifts

DEEPEN YOUR SKILLS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
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Scale of communication
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3

Low

High

Iterative learning to compound growth
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Small Medium Large

Scale of communication

Warm up: 
Boost impact 
of emails
straight 
away  

1

4Momentum: Consistently and confidently deliver 
powerful insights that cut through in a wide range of 
work settings

Core: Receive fewer revisions 
when preparing routine 
communication

2

3Sprint: Deliver crisper, more powerful 
comms faster using patterns

Low

High

PARTICIPANT’S JOURNEY

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

“The communication is clear and easy 
to understand”

Colleagues - “Excellent and most 
transparent financial message” 
CEO - “The clearest and most concise 
finance paper I have seen in 3.5 
years”

He has just joined Momentum

Head of Finance, Finance Company, UK
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Small Medium Large

Scale of communication

Warm up: 
Boost impact 
of emails
straight 
away  

1

4Momentum: Consistently and confidently deliver 
powerful insights that cut through in a wide range of 
work settings

Core: Receive fewer revisions 
when preparing routine 
communication

2

3Sprint: Deliver crisper, more powerful 
comms faster using patterns

Low

High

PARTICIPANT’S JOURNEY

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

Like the clarity of the one-pager

Better structure has meant that 
conversations are more focused and 
substantive

He has just joined Momentum

Director, Finance at West Coast USA firm
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Learn to cut through

Collaborate with motivated peers

Unlock our growing resource collections

Join quickly for welcome gifts

DEEPEN YOUR SKILLS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

COLLABORATE WITH 
MOTIVATED PEERS
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Cerise attributes her success to 
Clarity First

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

…..
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Scale of communication

Warm up: 
Boost impact 
of emails
straight 
away  

1

• Extra coaching sessions working through live 
issues for those present

• Extensive ‘centre of excellence’ library

4Momentum: Consistently and confidently deliver 
powerful insights that cut through in a wide range of 
work settings

• Core materials (videos + theory & practical 
challenges, library, FAQs)

• ~2 x live Q&A / working sessions per month

Core: Receive fewer revisions 
when preparing routine 
communication

2

• Sprint Program - 5 x 90-minute recorded 
workshops with challenges and reflections that 
go deeper

• Additional templates, tools in library

3Sprint: Deliver crisper, more powerful 
comms faster using patterns

Low

High

COLLABORATE DURING YOUR JOURNEY

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

Learn to cut through

Collaborate with motivated peers

Unlock our growing resource collections

Join quickly for welcome gifts

DEEPEN YOUR SKILLS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
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Unlock our growing resource collections

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

Learn to cut through

Collaborate with motivated peers

Unlock our growing resource collections

Join before 16 October for welcome gifts

DEEPEN YOUR SKILLS

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
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PARTICIPANTS LOOK FOR SPEED
– Able to respond to emails quickly
– Develop my own set of templates for translating the same message to different stakeholder groups (exec paper, project sponsor, 
project team, business stakeholders, end users)
– Improve ability to influence a new team to develop team norms for communicating e.g. task focused teams who only use long 
email chains to communicate but can't see how much time that's wasting or understand why they don't get the outcomes they 
need.
1 month – I have successfully launched the new change management framework for our team of 400 people with clear messaging 
about it's purpose, the benefits and how to use it.
3 months – I have successfully helped our CIO (my one up manager) gain full budget approval for FY21 by preparing the pitch to 
his leaders.
12 months – Our senior leadership team view me as a peer and always seek my advice when communicating with their leaders or 
on important matters. Communication is not an area for improvement in our team's engagement survey.
– Improve speed
– Find smarter ways of tailoring the same set of messages to different audiences
– Learn how to communicate clearly within business templates provided
I'd like to be able to prepare comms for our senior leadership team that they actually find useful, rather than creating documents 
that no one reads. For example:
1.1) weekly updates on what our wider team is doing so they are always current, not caught off guard!; and,
1.2) packs that allow them to make decisions based on the information in it, rather than having to ask clarifying questions.
2) I'd like to be more clear, succinct and persuasive when presenting to my peers and our leadership team.
3) I'd like to be more efficient when I write and edit comms, stop ruminating about what to say where and constantly rewriting,
> Being more structure driven when I write content (slide/email)
> Gaining more weight when I present/speak/communication (to be taken more seriously)
> Getting to finish my drafts faster

Recent post-program research* highlights the 
productivity shift our approach delivers …

First drafts were faster to prepare

* Source: post program survey for a recent client program  

Reviewers asked fewer questions about 
the first draft

• Nobody now takes more than 10 hours to 
complete their first draft

• 22% more participants now take less than 1 hour 
to complete their first draft

• 12.5% of drafts now lead to no review 
questions at all

• 20% fewer drafts now always lead to 
stakeholder questions

Reviewers made fewer changes at the final edit stage

After

10
0

%
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75
50

25
0

About 
three-
quarters

Review 
changed most 
of it

About 
half

About 
one-
quarter

Everyone now has half or 
less of their paper edited

~50% more now 
receive minimal 
edits

Minimal 
amount

Before
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… along with greater satisfaction & impact

All participants identified improvements with the majority having improved the clarity 
of their communication
% of participants (all chose multiple options)

87.5

50.0

50.0

50.0

37.5

Improved the clarity of my communication

Improved consistency in how 
I communicate 

Spent less time editing and fixing other 
people’s communications

Reduced the amount of time fighting 
fires that stem from miscommunication 

Improved my efficiency and productivity 
when communicating

* Source: post program survey for a recent client program  
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HENCE … ACCELERATOR BONUS
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Scale of communication

Warm up: 
Boost impact 
of emails
straight 
away  

???1

4Momentum: Consistently and confidently deliver 
powerful insights that cut through in a wide range of 
work settings

Core: Receive fewer revisions 
when preparing routine 
communication

2

3Sprint: Deliver crisper, more powerful 
comms faster using patterns

Low

High

LET’S ACCELERATE YOUR JOURNEY

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

• Core materials (videos + theory & practical 
challenges, library, FAQs)

• 2 x live Q&A per month

• Sprint Program - 5 x 90-minute recorded 
workshops with challenges and reflections that 
go deeper

• Additional templates, tools in library

• Smaller group live coaching sessions working 
through live issues for those present

• Extensive library

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

>> LET’S ACCELERATE YOUR JOURNEY

Access 
materials 

today

> Doors close 
16 October

> Start growing 
immediately

01

Attend 
Accelerator 
Workshop

> 2 x times on 22 
October

> Learn the basics

> Complete challenges

> Get going 
immediately

02

> 2 x times on 2 
December

> Review progress

> Ask questions

> Complete more 
challenges

Attend 
Consolidator 

Workshop

03

Maintain
Momentum >>

> Continue with online 
program

> Attend regular live 
workshops

> ITERATE & GROW!

04

Deliver 
powerful 

insights in any 
setting with 
clarity and 
confidence
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Coaching packages
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WE OFFER A 14-DAY NQA GUARANTEE

FULL 
REFUND

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
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ASK ME 
ANYTHING!

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

DOORS 
CLOSE –

16 OCTOBER
www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join
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THE BIG 
SQUEEZE
Communicating 

Complexity When 
Under Pressure

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join

The art and science of 

COMMUNICATING 
STRATEGICALLY

www.clarityfirstprogram.com/join


